IAG’s Significant Signature Auction 95 – 7th/8th May 2022
I

NTERNATIONAL Auction Galleries’
next Signature Auction, Sale 95 - to be
held on the 7th and 8th of May 2022 – we
be open and online soon to view and bid
on, with the Sale 95 catalogue also able
to be downloaded soon!

A large Superfund collection including many high end banknotes has been
recently added, which, along with the
more than 60 vendors who have already
consigned to this spectacular auction,
adds to the impressive amount of highly

1 Pound Pair 1918 - The Finest of only a few pairs known

5 Pound 1914 Blue Serials - Finest of 3 known

Part of the George V and VI Halfpenny Proofs

desirable items the quality starved burgeoning market is now keenly seeking.
Highlights of this latest collection include a One Pound Cerutty-Collins pair
in aU/UNC. These are in truly superb
condition, and by far the finest of only a
handful of pairs known of this beautiful
banknote. Another key highlight is a
Five Pound 1914 Collins-Allen (R 36a)
Blue serial numbered type - the finest
of only three known and with impeccable provenance. The rarest note of all
the Starnote series is also on offer; a
Ten Shillings 1942 Armitage-McFarlane (R 13s) in aUNC, along with a consecutive pair of Ten Shillings 1961
starnotes (R 17s) in UNC headlining
just some of the highlights from this impressive selection.
Other items of note catalogued for
IAG’s Signature Sale 95 include a
Twenty Pound Superscribed Banknote
-one of only two known - and a major
rarity not seen on the market for 25
years. Also included is a Kookaburra
Square Penny 1921 SP 65, an XF 40
graded 1930 Penny and a two high
grade 1923 Halfpennies – one AU 58
and one aUNC, a large selection of Pre
Federation issued and Specimen Banknotes, a Hay Internment Camps Sixpence consecutive pair in UNC and an
Adelaide Pound Type II in aUNC. A
strong selection of Pre Decimal coinage
with many PCGS graded, choice grade
and key date coins also feature.
A large selection of 30 Polymer specimen, trial and printers design trials issues comprises another interesting and
highlight-filled section and sure to attract significant interest. Featuring
many issues scarcely seen before, highlights include a specimen $10 1988,
1993 and a $50 specimen 1995, along
with RBA printers trials and CSIRO
trial notes including two different types
of the $50 from the original 1970’s polymer trials and a rarely seen full Polymer trial sheet.
Another area to note in this sale are
twenty George V and George VI Pre
Decimal Proof coins that make the
strongest offering seen on the market in

Rare Bradman MCG Polymer Trial note - Part of the large selcetion of trial notes

a long time. These Proofs include rare
issues such as a full 1951 PL set of 4 PR
63 and PR 64, Proof Halfpennies 1939
Roo, 1942Y and 1946Y along with 1935,
1938 and 1943I Copper Pairs, 1934 and
1939 Proof Pennies, a 1927 Canberra
Florin, 1910 and 1933 ‘Specimen’ Shillings and a 1916 Specimen Penny SP 64
RB, along with a large selection of other
QE II Proof issues, many of which are
PCGS graded.
There is also Part IV of the estate of
former dealer Klaus Ford, including a

large quantity of World Coins and Banknotes, tokens, medals, Pre Decimal
and Decimal coins and banknotes, bulk
and unreserved lots, along with a
swathe of Australian and World gold,
Proclamation coinage, Pre Decimal Banknotes, Mis-struck Coins, Misprinted
Banknotes, mint and proof products
and so much more.
Catalogues for Sale 95 will be posted
shortly and will be available to download free online with the sale open for
viewing and bidding in early April.

A Rare 1 Pound 1914 Emergency Rainbow issue

For further auction information, catalogues and more visit IAG’s website:
www.iagauctions.com or contact IAG
now on - Phone (07) 55 380 300 – or email
mail@iagauctions.com with any queries.
✩ ✩ ✩

A rare Type 12 Kookaburra Penny SP 65
Estimated at $23,000

Part of the George V and VI Penny Proofs[

Source: The Australasian Coin & Banknote Magazine - April 2022

